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[500 words] 

This paper argues that word order variation in Korean is not random, but strictly 
restricted by the Cyclic Linearization Principle (1), capturing the asymmetry between 
external and internal argument in Scrambling. 

As observed in Kuroda (1983) and Lee (1992), an object (O) in (2a) may undergo 
scrambling and license a Caseless Floating Numeral Quantifier (FNQ) across a subject 
(S). In contrast, S cannot license FNQ across O, as in (2b). This asymmetry has been 
attributed to the claim that S never scrambles (Saito 1985). Recent literature, however, 
provides conflicting evidence. As demonstrated in (2c), S does scramble and license FNQ 
across the high adverb ‘why’ (Ko 2003; Sohn 1995 for clause-external Scrambling of S). 
Given that both S and O may scramble and license FNQ, it remains puzzling why the 
asymmetry in (2) holds. 

I argue that this asymmetry results from the architecture of the grammar, which 
requires Linearization at each Phase (vP, CP) via Cyclic Spell-out (Chomsky 1999). 
Specifically, I propose that Scrambling in Korean is constrained by (1), defended by Fox 
and Pesetsky (2003) based primarily on Object Shift in Scandinavian languages.  

Consider (3a), the derivation of (2a). At the vP phase, O undergoes scrambling 
(Following Sportiche 1988, I assume that NP and FNQ are base-merged as sisters). After 
Spell-out of vP, the initial ordering (O<S<FNQo<V) is established. At the next phase 
CP, O further scrambles. After Spell-out of CP, the new ordering (O<why<S<FNQo<V) 
obtains. Crucially, this new ordering conforms to (1), because it does not contradict the 
previous ordering established at vP. Compare this with (3b), the derivation of (2b). Given 
that there is no attracting head higher than S within the vP, S cannot scramble within the 
vP phase (Chomsky 1999). Thus, when vP is spelled-out after Scrambling of O, the 
ordering (O<S<FNQs<V) is stored at PF. At CP phase, S may undergo scrambling, but it 
should satisfy (1). That is, O should precede both S and FNQs at the CP phase, as in vP 
phase. If O intervenes between S and FNQs at CP as in (3b) (S<why<O<FNQs <V), it 
contradicts the previous ordering at vP, thus is ruled out as a violation of (1). The order in 
(2c), on the other hand, is possible when O does not scramble within the vP, as in (3c). 

 
(1)  The linear ordering of syntactic units is affected by Merge and Move within a 

Phase, but is fixed once and for all at the end of each phase. 
 

(2) a. Maykcwu-luli   way ku hakpwumo-ka   ti sey-byeng masi-ess-ni? 
Beer-Acci   why that parent-Nom   ti three-CL drink-Past-Q 
‘Why did the parent drink three bottles of beer?’  

     b. *Hakpwumo-kai     way   maykcwu-lulj    ti     sey-myeng    tj   masi-ess-ni?   
‘Why did three parents drink beer?’ 

     c.  Hakpwumo-kai       way    ti    sey-myeng     maykcwu-lul     masi-ess-ni?    
‘Why did three parents drink beer?’ 

 

(3) a.     [CP  O    [   why   ...   [vP O   [vP  S O FNQo V]]]]  
   

         b. *[CP  S    [   why   ...   [vP O [vP      S FNQs O  V]]]] 
 
      c.     [CP  S    [   why   ...      [vP   S FNQs O  V]]]] 


